Case Study
mac messe- und ausstellungscenter Service GmbH

mac relies on UniCarriers forklift fleet

Modern transport
logistics for international
trade fair business

mac messe- und ausstellungscenter Service
GmbH manages up to
2,700 trade fair projects
in 35 countries every
year. The company is
thus one of the leading,
globally active exhibition stand builders in
Germany. Exhibition
stands are produced
in the company’s own
production facilities in
Rhineland-Palatinate,
Germany, before being
transported to trade
fairs, and can then also
be stored away again on
request. mac optimises
its intralogistics procedures at its site with a
fleet of UniCarriers forklifts containing a total of
around 80 vehicles.

At mac the forklift trucks
transport primarily large
and bulky goods.

When Andreas Ullrich, Chief Logistics
Department Manager at mac, is out and
about in the warehouse centre, he crosses
extensive premises: fittings and fixtures
for the up to 2,700 trade fair projects per
year are kept in 29,000 storage locations
spread over an area more than 460 m in
length. The warehouse and logistics centre
accounts for around 30 percent of space
at mac‘s company headquarters. Covering
70,000 m2 in all, the premises provides for
the entire exhibition stand value creation
chain: beside the logistics centre, mac
also operates joiner‘s and electrician‘s

workshops, a locksmithery, a paint shop
and a graphics studio on the site. This is
where employees design and produce
customised exhibition stand designs for
clients from a wide variety of sectors. The
exhibition stands are taken from the mac
facility in individual parts and transported
to exhibition venues around the world and
can also be stored away again at mac‘s
facilities on request.

The exhibition stand builder uses some
80 UniCarriers warehouse trucks to
optimally manage the in-house material
flow over great distances at the company‘s
headquarters. The fleet includes TERGO
UFW multi-directional reach trucks, PLP
and PLL pallet trucks, PSH pedestrian
stackers and various hand pallet trucks.
These vehicles perform internal transport
tasks, ensuring trouble-free processes
in logistics and production. mac also
operates a leased forklift at the Messe
Berlin trade fair grounds on a permanent
basis. All machines are covered by a full
maintenance agreement.

improving battery life by a further eleven
percent. Maintenance services also played
a role in mac‘s search for a vehicle supplier.
mac had consciously decided to acquire
its warehouse trucks from a single provider
to ensure all services were supplied from
a single source. “The UniCarriers service
portfolio impressed us the most,” states
Ullrich. “The service technicians know all
their machines inside out and always carry
the most prevalent replacement parts on
visits. This reduces downtimes for servicing
and maintenance to a minimum.” Thanks
to the forklifts‘ modular design, the same
replacement part can also be used for
different models.

Resilient helpers
When selecting the industrial trucks,
mac attached great importance to an
ergonomic design and the high load
capacities experienced in the hectic trade
fair business. “All machines are operated
for long hours due to the large number of
trade fair projects. A battery needs to last
a long time as a result. We were impressed
by the performance figures for UniCarriers
vehicles, which played a significant role
in our decision on a particular forklift
supplier,” explains Ullrich.
The TERGO UFW multi-directional reach trucks can
be driven in any direction and thus make a perfect fit
for mac’s mobile racking system.

mac uses a two-shift operation at its Rhineland-Palatinate site. The battery-powered
forklifts easily complete both shifts without
needing to recharge. To improve availability
even further, UniCarriers has incorporated
an increased power-rated battery into
its new multi-directional reach trucks,
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Fleet
80 warehouse trucks from UniCarriers:
•	
TERGO UFW
•	
PLP/PLL
•	
PSH
• Pallet trucks

All multi-directional forklifts are equipped
with a camera that allows drivers to
position large and bulky goods precisely
at heights of up to 10 m.

“UniCarriers service portfolio
impressed us the most. The service
technicians know all their machines
inside out and always carry the
most prevalent replacement parts
on visits.”
Andreas Ullrich, Chief Logistics Department Manager mac

A firm grip on special pallets
In addition to great creativity in the design,
an extensive variety of materials is required
to transform a blueprint into an actual trade
fair stand. Once a stand is complete, its
individual components may fill up to 60
trucks. Instead of the usual Euro-pallets,
mac mainly works with special, large,
heavy pallets in its warehouse and logistics.
Up to 5 m long, these are placed in
the almost 30,000 storage locations in
slideable high-bay racks. This warehouse
design allows mac to make optimum use
of space. mac required forklift trucks that
could be easily manoeuvred to position and
remove storage items in the narrow aisles.
“The UniCarriers multi-directional reach
trucks make a perfect fit for our mobile
racking system,” says a pleased Ullrich.
The TERGO UFW vehicles can be driven in
any direction and can change course in an
instant thanks to a 360° steering system.
The hydraulic fork can be spread out up
to 2,200 mm to ensure that particularly
long loads can be transported securely.
All multi-directional forklifts are equipped
with a camera at mac, since operators are
always in the driver‘s cab at ground level
when placing items and taking them out
of stock with man-down vehicles. This
camera allows drivers to position large and
bulky goods precisely at heights of up to
10 m.

The exhibition stand builder uses either
PLP and PLL pallet trucks or compact PSH
pedestrian stackers for picking, depending
on requirements. With a lift capacity of up
to 3,000 kg, the PSH is also suitable for
heavy loads.
Rush hour on the load ramp
Swift dispatch of trucks is all part and
parcel of efficient material handling.

“Vehicles do not arrive in particular time
slots, so loading and unloading must be
completed quickly. We can dispatch up to
100 trucks in a very short time from the 15
loading ramps at our facility,” states Ullrich.
The multi-directional forklifts perform the
task if trucks are unloaded from the side.
This is the case for long chipboard panels
used in the in-house joiner‘s workshop,
for example. PLP and PLL pallet trucks
are used if articulated trucks are loaded

The PLP and PLL pallet trucks are equipped with fork prongs up to 3 m, which are particularly suitable for
transporting bulky stand components.

In addition to the robustness of the trucks their ergonomic design was very
important to mac.

or unloaded on the loading ramps. mac
decided on models with fork prongs up
to 3 m, which are particularly suitable for
transporting bulky stand components.
Pallet trucks offer a further advantage with
an option to work with pre-programmed
codes to automatically limit the speed for
certain tasks, such as those in production.
A forklift‘s scope of activities can thus be
precisely matched to the operator‘s driving
skills. mac makes the required settings
using the on-board computer, which is
located in the shaft.
Long-term working relationship
mac bought its first forklift from UniCarriers
under the original brand Atlet back in 2002.
Since then, mac has grown on a continuous basis and achieved steady growth.
Today, 400 employees work for these trade
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Covering 70,000 m2 in all, the company headquarters provide for the entire
exhibition stand value creation chain.

fair experts, who generated a turnover of
70 million euros in 2015. The forklift fleet is
growing on a continuous basis in line with
needs. mac has signed a full maintenance
agreement for all machines, meaning costs
for maintenance, accident prevention
inspections and servicing can be budgeted
in advance.
The short response times for servicing
offer an added bonus. To Ullrich‘s delight,
this is very rarely the case. “The forklifts‘
robust design is a clear advantage for our
business. Many of our machines have been
in operation for ten years now without any
major breakdowns. We are fully satisfied
with the quality and reliability,” sums up the
logistics manager.
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